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Inside Today: Toyota Prius c - small car, big mileage • Coming Thursday: Profile – Flaminio Bertoni, his bio reads like a novel.

ON THE
ROAD AGAIN

First of Scion’s FR-S vehicle sports cars
arrive in South Florida
Jason Glenn was giving his brandnew car a once over while it was still on
the porch of the Fort Lauderdale dealership last Saturday, when a visitor to the
store and his son came by and asked if
they could take a few pictures.
Glenn nodded, knowing full well that
there would be plenty more requests in
the next few days for pictures of his car.

BY RICH POLLACK

Chances are that by now, Glenn and
his car have been widely photographed
at stoplights, in parking lots or while just
cruising down the street because his car
is a new Scion FR-S, one of only 86 on
the road in the U.S. – at least for right
now.

If your image of a Scion is the boxy
xB, then the 2013 FR-S is going to come
as a shock to you because this Scion is
a rear-wheel drive sports coupe unlike
anything else Scion – or for that matter
its parent company, Toyota Motors – has
in its dealerships today.
And with a price tag of just around
$24,000 for a base model, this two-door
road-hugging driving machine could
soon become one of the hottest-selling
cars in the sports coupe segment.
“This is a whole new direction for
Scion and Toyota,” says JR Merritt, general sales manager at Lipton Toyota in
» on the road continues PAGE 6

Cars.com Dealer Reviews
Inside today’s auto section you will find
shopper reviews of local car dealers.
Check these out!
Read more reviews at

Cars.com/DealerReviews
to see what other car shoppers are saying.

Positive-Energy Efficiency
Give your car’s ‘feng shui’ a tune-up to maintain inner peace, even
in the worst traffic jams.
By jim gorzelany
CTW FEATURES

According to a survey conducted by the AAA Foundation
for Traffic Safety in Washington, DC, 55 percent of respondents said that road rage was a “very serious” threat to
their personal security, with nearly 90 percent of all drivers
viewing aggressive driving as hazardous to their own safety.
Clearly, many of us need to chill out when we’re behind
the wheel. To that end, Ford Motor Co. suggests trafficstressed motorists help achieve and maintain an element
of inner peace by practicing the ancient art of feng shui.
Created in China over 3,000 years ago, feng shui is a
system of laws thought to govern spatial arrangement
and orientation in relation to the flow of energy, or “ch’i.”
Translated, feng means “wind” and shui means “water,”
and alludes, as a recent press release from the automaker
explains, to the health and wealth of mind, body and spirit.
While feng shui is typically applied to structures, it can be
used to create a harmonious experience in your vehicle, too.
“I use good feng shui wherever I am – it’s just intuitive,”
says Catherine Hilker, a veteran feng shui practitioner from
Detroit, Mich. “Whether it’s a home, whether it’s your car –
it’s always a good practice.”
Unlike a living room’s furniture, however, it isn’t always
possible to rearrange an auto’s interior to help maximize its
ch’i (though we have driven a number of cars over the years
where, given poorly placed controls, compromised outward
visibility or seats with insufficient leg room, we wished that
would be possible). So how can drivers customize their
rides’ feng shui to help create a more accommodating environment? Hilker suggests a few simple tips:
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in this case, is added to a car’s interior to promote wellbeing through the senses. “Maybe you hang small chimes in
your vehicle. Pick a calming essential oil if you’re stressed,
an enlivening one for a quick pick-me-up or an antibacterial
one for a quick wipe down,” she suggests.
• Select the color of a car wisely. “In feng shui, color
is very important, so be sure to choose a car color that
balances your personality,” Hilker says. As an example,
she notes that fiery type A individuals can choose a color
like black, which suggests a water element, to calm down
(and perhaps avoid tickets or enraging other drivers). More
mellow type B individuals are encouraged to choose colors
with fire and wood elements, like reds and greens, to help
perk themselves up.

• Give your car a pet name. “When you have a connection
to something, you’ll take better care of it, and giving a name
to your car is one way to encourage a strong connection to
your vehicle,” Hilker says “Using decals and vanity plates
are other ways to encourage that connection.”

• Add an icon. “Using symbols is important in feng shui,”
Hilker says, suggesting car owners place a small icon
within their cars – this can be a statue, a medal or a picture
– as a reminder to drive safely, to be courteous or to reduce
stress. “It doesn’t even have to be something visual – just
something the driver knows is there. It can even be something tucked in the glove box,” she says.

• Use a ch’i enhancer. No, this isn’t something you pour
in the gas tank. Rather, a ch’i enhancer is an element that,

If bad karma were covered under a new-vehicle’s warranty, we’d be all set.

Cars.com gives you more ways to shop
and research new and used cars with the
iPad App, iPhone App, Android App &
Mobile website.
The Cars.com mobile website is designed to
help consumers shop for and research cars
anytime, anywhere. Visit our mobile website
at http://m.cars.com

